Do you want to help change the future of banking? Are you fascinated by bringing ideas to life and focused on creating value for people? Then we just might be looking for you!

The ING Innovation Studio is a corporate accelerator where a mix of start-ups and internal teams work on disruptive ideas. It is a safe and cool place where teams can experiment and work according to the principles of Lean startup and Design thinking.

**The challenge**
People often assume that what worked before will work again. The challenge however when building something new is that what was true yesterday may not be true today or tomorrow. We seek to validate those assumptions with experiments to make sure we build things that customers want.

We want your help in: setting up experiments, conducting experiments and analyze the data to inform the teams on strategic decisions. Besides that we value your input to improve our process and very much appreciate new insights or ideas from your perspective.

The experiments are crucial to provide the necessary data to decide how to go forward. Insights from these learnings and data might completely change the outcome of the initial idea, which we greatly encourage. Our aim is to prevent teams from creating fully operation services or products that nobody will use. Our aim is to fail fast to succeed quickly!

**Are you..**
Passionate about making things that matter? Not afraid to fail? Longing for an understanding of what customers love and what they hate?

**Do you have skills and interest in:**
- Visual Design
- Digital Marketing
- Service Design
- Design processes
- User-testing and User-research

**About the Internship:**
- You will be coached by an ING Innovation Driver
- Full time
- Possible for Bachelor- and Master-students
- Monthly Compensation
- Located in Amsterdam
- Starts September 2016

**Contact:** Willem.Schellekens@ing.nl